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PRIVO: A PRIvacy-preserVing Opportunistic
routing protocol for Delay Tolerant Networks
Naercio Magaia, Carlos Borrego, Paulo Pereira and Miguel Correia

Abstract—This paper introduces PRIVO, a PRIvacy-preserVing Opportunistic routing protocol for Delay Tolerant Networks.
PRIVO models a DTN as a time-varying neighboring graph where
edges correspond to the neighboring relationship among pairs of
nodes. PRIVO ensures privacy by protecting each node’s sensitive
information even if it has to be processed elsewhere. In addition,
nodes also compare their routing metrics in a private manner using the Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme.
The effectiveness of PRIVO is supported through extensive simulations with synthetic mobility models and real mobility traces.
Simulations results show that PRIVO presents on average cryptographic costs below 1% in most scenarios. Additionally, PRIVO
presents on average gains of 22.2% and 39.7% in terms of delivery
ratio for the synthetic and real scenarios considered, respectively.
Index Terms—Privacy, Routing, Delay Tolerant Networks, Betweenness centrality, Similarity

I. INTRODUCTION

D

ELAY Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [1] are networks in
which end-to-end connectivity between a source and target
node may never exist. DTN nodes rely on opportunistic routing
where a store-carry-and-forward approach is used, that is, DTN
nodes store (or buffer) messages and forward them to others
until they reach their target.
DTN routing involves the challenging task of finding suitable
nodes to forward messages to. To address this problem, static
and dynamic network information has been used [2]. Through
social network analysis, static network information, which is
more stable over time, can be leveraged and used by DTN routing protocols to facilitate the forwarding of messages. Centrality [3], which is widely used in graph theory and network analysis, is a quantitative measure of the structural importance of a
certain node in relation to others within the network. In DTNs,
central nodes may be considered good candidates to be relay
nodes. Among the centrality metrics, betweenness centrality [3]
can be considered the most prominent, as it measures how well
a node can facilitate communication among others by summing
up the fraction of shortest paths between other pairs of nodes
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passing through it. Similarity [3], which is a measure of common features of a group of nodes, can be computed, for example, by finding common neighbor nodes they might have. Computing routing metrics such as betweenness centrality or similarity requires the exchange of information between nodes.
In a DTN, nodes represent individuals, vehicles, or other entities, and edges the relationship between two entities. In DTNs
there is information that may be private, such as the entities
owning and managing DTN nodes and their relationships. DTN
applications would benefit from mechanisms that enforce the
entities’ identities and/or relationship anonymity due to the sensitive or confidential nature of the entities’ identities and their
behaviors. A DTN node may disclose private information by
sending private data to other nodes. Privacy-preservation techniques allow protecting privacy through masking, modification
and/or generalization of the original data without sacrificing the
data utility.
If it is considered that some nodes might misbehave [4], private information such as contacts’ history, list of neighbors,
etc., which is required for computing some routing metrics
should not be disclosed to misbehaving nodes. However, nodes
should be able to use part of this information, if necessary. Furthermore, despite the good routing performance of some of the
proposed routing protocols [2], [3], most of the security issues
presented in [4] (such as confidentiality, integrity, privacy, etc.)
were not considered. For instance, to deal with confidentiality
and privacy, nodes should implement cryptographic protocols.
In this article, a PRIvacy-preserVing Opportunistic routing
protocol for Delay Tolerant Networks (PRIVO) is presented.
PRIVO models a DTN as a time-varying neighboring graph
where the edges correspond to the neighboring relationship
among pairs of nodes. It ensures privacy by protecting each
node’s sensitive information even if it has to be processed elsewhere.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• PRIVO, an efficient privacy-preserving routing protocol
for DTNs;
• PRIVO weight (pweight), which is a time-varying metric based on nodes’ encounter history, is defined in order
to assess the neighboring relationship among pairs of
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nodes;
Two anonymization methods (i.e., binary anonymization and neighborhood randomization) to ensure privacy
are defined. They are used by DTN nodes to exchange
neighborhood information;
• A privacy mechanism that uses the Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme, to allow nodes to compare their
routing metrics without disclosing them, is proposed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents related work. Section III introduces relevant social
metrics and cryptographic mechanisms for this work. Section
IV presents the PRIVO protocol. In Sections V and VI, simulation models and results are presented. Finally, Section VII presents concluding remarks.
•

– a node can carry out computations on encrypted values, without needing to decrypt them first. In [13] and [11], privacy-preserving routing protocols based on additive homomorphic encryption (Paillier cryptosystem [14]) were proposed. The former, which was proposed for peer-to-peer networks, allowed a
node to calculate its similarity to other nodes using multivariate
polynomial evaluation, meanwhile the latter, which was proposed as a secure geographical routing protocol for DTNs, allowed nodes to compare their habitats in order to choose the
best forwarder for every message, respectively. Besides [11],
which is not suitable for social DTNs and only ensures attribute
privacy, none of the above protects the nodes’ private information if it has to be shared and processed elsewhere (link privacy), or used during routing decisions (attribute privacy).
PRIVO ensures both link and attribute privacy.

II. RELATED WORK
According to the literature [5], privacy breaches can be classified as identity disclosure, link disclosure and attribute disclosure. Identity disclosure is the case when the identity of the individual associated to the node is revealed. Link disclosure happens when the sensitive relationship between the individuals is
disclosed. Attribute disclosure is the case when the sensitive
data associated with the node is compromised. Moreover, there
are several types of sensitive information such as node attributes, specific link relationships between nodes, nodes degrees,
neighborhoods of some target nodes, etc.
Anonymization methods [5] can be used to protect the privacy of information if sensitive information needs to be processed elsewhere. There are three main anonymization methods, namely: (i) k-anonymity privacy preservation via edge
modification, that modifies graph structure by successive deletions and additions of edges so that each node in the modified
graph is indistinguishable with at least − 1 other nodes in
terms of a given network property; (ii) edge randomization, that
modifies the graph structure by randomly adding/deleting edges
or by switching edges; and (iii) cluster-based generalization,
where nodes and edges are clustered into groups and anonymized into a super-node.
It is commonly assumed by DTN routing protocols [2], [3]
that nodes are willing to share their private information for the
sake of the network’s performance. Some routing protocols that
address privacy issues in DTNs have been proposed [6]–[11].
Routing approaches such as [6]–[8] ensure attribute privacy.
The location used by the source node to send messages is protected in [6]. The context, e.g. personal information, residence,
work, hobbies, interest profiles, etc., which is used for forwarding is protected in [7], [8]. In [9], an adaptive mechanism for
achieving user anonymity that ensures identity privacy is proposed. Identity privacy can be compromised if an attacker combines external knowledge with observed network structure [5].
In [10], an approach that ensures link privacy has been proposed
where instead of transmitting the list of friends of the sender as
a list of nodes, a modified and obfuscated one is transmitted.
Other privacy techniques have been proposed in the literature, but may not be adequate for DTNs. For instance, with homomorphic encryption [12] – proposed by Rivest et al. in 1978

III. BACKGROUND
A. Assumptions and notations
A notation similar to [3] is used. A DTN neighboring graph
is modeled as a time-varying graph = ( , , , ) where
each vertex ∈ corresponds to a node in the network and
each edge
= ( , ) ∈ represents the relationship between
these nodes (i.e., that these nodes have encountered before).
The relations among nodes are assumed to take place over a
time span ∈ known as the lifetime of the network; : ×
→ [0,1] is called weight function and indicates the strength
of an edge at a given time.
Let a footprint of from to be defined as a static graph
[ , )
= ( , [ , ) ) such that ∀ ∈ , ∈ [ , ) ⟺ ∃ ∈
[ , ), ( , ) ∈ [0,1], i.e., the footprint aggregates all interactions of a given time window (or timeslot) into static graphs.
Let $ = [ %, ), [ , ), … , [ ' , '( ), … (where [)* , )*( ) can
be noted $* ) be the lifetime of the time-varying graph partitioned in sub-intervals. The sequence +,($) = -. , - , … is
called sequence of footprints of according to $.
B. Social metrics
A variety of network information has been used to address
the challenging task of finding the most suitable node to forward messages in a DTN, namely dynamic network information
(e.g., location, traffic, encounter information, etc.) and social
network information (e.g., social relations among nodes). However, social network information is more stable over time than
dynamic network information and can be leveraged by DTN
routing protocols to facilitate the forwarding of messages [2].
1) Ego betweenness centrality
Centrality of a node in a network is a quantitative measure of
the structural importance of this node in relation to others
within the network. Typically, a node can be considered as central if it plays an important role in the network’s connectivity,
for example, if it is more apt to connect to others in the network.
The three most common centrality metrics are degree, closeness
and betweenness centrality [3]. Degree centrality is defined as
the number of links (that is, direct neighbors) incident upon a
given node. Closeness centrality is defined as the total shortest
path distance from a given node to all other nodes. Betweenness
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centrality is defined as the number of geodesics (shortest paths)
passing through a given node. Betweenness centrality can be
perceived as a measure of the load placed on a given node since
it measures how well a node can facilitate communication
among others. PRIVO uses a betweenness centrality metric that
does not require global knowledge, hence being more suitable
for DTNs.
An ego network [15] (also known as the neighborhood network of the ego) is defined as a network that consists of a central node (ego) along with its direct neighbors (the other nodes
the ego is directly connected to) and all links among these
neighbors. The shortest paths, due to the structure of the ego
network, are either of length 1 or 2. Every single pair of nonadjacent direct neighbors must have a shortest path of length 2
which passes through the ego. Shortest paths of length 1 do not
contribute to the betweenness centrality computation. If / is an
adjacency matrix of graph , then /',0 contains the number of
geodesics of length 2 connecting vertices and . The number
of shortest paths between and is given by / [1 − /]',0
(where 1 is a matrix of all 1’s).
The ego betweenness centrality (2345 ) is the sum of the
halved reciprocal entries / [1 − /]',0 such that /6,7 = 8.
2) Similarity
Similarity [16] expresses the amount of common features of
a group in social networks. In sociology, the probability of two
individuals being acquainted increases with the number of common acquaintances between them [17]. In computer networks,
similarity between nodes and can be defined as the number
of common neighbors among them. Therefore, the more common neighbors they have, the more similar they are.
C. Homomorphic encryption
In cryptography, finding common elements in two private
sets without exposing the sets themselves is known as the Private Set Intersection (PSI) problem [18]. For instance, an algorithm that solves the PSI problem would allow a trusted node to
send an encrypted version of some data to be processed by an
untrusted node and the latter would perform computations on
this encrypted data without knowing anything of the data’s real
value, and send back the result. The trusted node would expect
the decrypted result to be equal to the intended computed value,
as if it was performed on the original data. For example, with
homomorphic encryption a node can carry out computations on
encrypted values, without decrypting them first.
An additive homomorphic encryption scheme is the one in
which two numbers encrypted with the same key ℰ(:) and ℰ(;)
can be added without being first decrypted, i.e., one can efficiently compute ℰ(: + ;) without decrypting them.
In the Paillier cryptosystem [19], which is an additive homomorphic encryption scheme, when entity wants to send message = to entity , entity selects random primes > and ? and
constructs @ = >?; plaintext messages are elements of ℤB and
cyphertext are elements of ℤB . Entity picks a random C ∈ ℤ∗B
and verifies that ∃E where E = (F(C G mod @ ))K mod @ ,
F(L) = (L − 1)/@ and N = lcm(> − 1, ? − 1). If ∄E then a

new random C ∈ ℤ∗B must be picked. Entity ’s public key (>* )
is (@, C) and private key (P* ) is (N, E).
To encrypt a message =, entity picks a random Q ∈ ℤB∗ and
computes the cypher text 2 = ℰ(=) = CR ∙ Q B mod @ , therefore cyphering with >* . To decrypt 2, entity computes T(2) =
K

UF(2 G mod @ )V ∙ E mod @ = =, therefore deciphering with
P* .
Let ℰ(:) = CW ∙ Q B mod @ and ℰ(;) = CX ∙ Q B mod @ .
Entity can compute the sum this way: ℰ(: + ;) = ℰ(:) ∙
ℰ(;) mod @ = CW(X ∙ (Q Q )B mod @ .
Let ℰ(:) = CW ∙ Q B mod @ and be a non-encrypted constant. Entity can compute the multiplication by a non-encrypted
constant
ℰ( ∙ :) = ℰ(:)* mod @ = C*∙W ∙
B
(Q ) mod @ .
IV. THE PRIVO PROTOCOL

The PRIvacy-preserVing Opportunistic routing protocol for
Delay Tolerant Networks (PRIVO) detects and utilizes the inherent social network structure to facilitate packet forwarding
in DTNs. It models a DTN as a time-varying neighboring graph
where vertices correspond to nodes and edges correspond to the
neighboring relationship among pairs of nodes.
PRIVO ensures privacy by means of anonymization and homomorphic encryption. It uses anonymization to avoid disclosing historical information associated to each node’s neighboring graph. Moreover, when two nodes meet, they do not share
private information associated with their routing metrics, which
is necessary to identify the best message forwarder (i.e., the
most suitable node to forward a given message). Nodes compare these metrics in a private manner using homomorphic encryption.
The PRIVO protocol is composed of the following steps:
construction and anonymization of the neighboring graph, determination of routing metrics and the routing algorithm.
A. Construction of the neighboring graph
Let L',0 ( ) denote the separation period between nodes and
, $ denote the elapsed time and @',0 be the number of times
that nodes and were away from each other. So, L',0 ( ) = 0
means that nodes and are within communication range at
time , otherwise L',0 ( ) = 1. The time-varying average separation period (hereafter average separation period) is given by
Y',0 (L) =

Z- L',0 ( )[
@',0

\ is given by
The normalized average separation period Y
,
Y]',0 = 1 −

Y',0
$

and the unbiased variance estimator is given by
^_(L) =

b

1
a(L* − Y(L))
`
*c

The average separation period aims at capturing the evolution of social interactions in similar time-periods (or timeslots).
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In here, daily timeslots were considered. The average separation period in the same timeslot over consecutive days is updated using an exponential weighted moving average as follows
Y] = (1 − d) ∙ Y]

K

+ d ∙ Y]

where d is the smoothing factor, and 0 < d < 1, and it is depreciated over consecutive timeslots as follows
Y] - = (1 − d) ∙ Y] -K

The unbiased variance estimator is updated as follows
^_ = (1 − f) ∙ ^_

K

+ f ∙ UL − Y] V

The social strength among nodes in a specific daily timeslot
may provide insights on their social strength in consecutive
timeslots on the same day, therefore increasing the probability
of nodes being capable of transmitting data as transmissions
could be resumed, with high probability, on the same timeslot
on the next day [20]. The time-varying PRIVO weight (hereafter pweight), ',0 , over a daily timeslot is given by
,

=

1
g

g

a Yh
=1

where η = |$| is the number of timeslots (or sub-intervals);
pweight shows the neighboring relationship among nodes and
gives hints about the forwarding opportunities between them,
i.e., larger ',0 indicates a better future contact probability between nodes and .
In PRIVO, nodes’ routines are used to quantify the time-varying strength of social ties between nodes. For instance, if daily
routines are considered, each node computes the average separation periods to other nodes during the same set of daily
timeslots over consecutive days.
B. Anonymization of the neighboring graph
A DTN node may disclose private information by sending
private data to other nodes. Privacy-preservation techniques allow protecting privacy through masking, modification and/or
generalization of the original data without sacrificing data utility.
PRIVO deals with link disclosure since each node’s ego network contains the list of neighbors and their social strengths.
PRIVO proposes two anonymization techniques that are suitable for DTNs as they ensure data utility: neighborhood randomization and binary anonymization.
Neighborhood randomization consists in partially hiding
each node’s neighboring graph containing its historical encounter information. When two nodes are in communication range,
they only exchange the least possible number of nodes in their
neighboring graphs. If '0 is high, it might mean that nodes
and have a strong tie (i.e., that they meet often), or even that
they have met recently. The latter may be a random link, i.e., a
recent occasional connection that looks like a strong tie.
Neighborhood randomization works as follows: upon an encounter between nodes and , each node selects a random number between k ∈ ℕ and the total number of nodes in its neighboring graph. k should be selected taking into account the

amount of information that each node is willing to share. Note
that there is a tradeoff between the amount of information to
share and the performance of the routing protocol. Sharing less
information might compromise the utility of the randomized
neighboring graph. If too much information is shared, the node
might be disclosing too much private information. The set of
nodes to share between and is then randomly selected among
all possible ones and it is limited by the smallest previous randomly selected number. This allows hiding each node’s degree.
Randomly selecting nodes to add to the anonymized neighboring graph that will be shared allows mixing random contacts
with strong contacts, therefore hiding the contact patterns
among neighbors since pweights are constantly being updated.
If and re-encounter after a short period of time, they can
share the same previous information therefore avoiding to disclose more historical information. Ideally, upon an encounter
between nodes and , the anonymized neighboring graph of
should only contain information of common nodes it has with
. This information is useful for to update its ego network.
Binary anonymization consists in replacing the pweight associated to a given link with 1 or 0, if the weight is above or below
a given anonymization threshold (m), respectively. This technique converts the weighted (randomized or not) neighborhood
graph into an unweighted one, therefore hiding the pweight associated to a given edge. The selection of m is also limited by
the utility of the neighboring graph. Consider, for example, that
node : has nodes ;, 2 and [ as its neighbors with pweights
( n,o = 0.05, W,r = 0.15, W,s = 0.65). If m is set to 0.1, the
∗
∗
∗
anonymized pweights are ( W,X
= 0, W,u
= 1, W,v
= 1). But,
if instead m is set to 0.25, the anonymized pweights would be∗
∗
∗
come ( W,X
= 0, W,u
= 0, W,v
= 1). If node : meets another
node, say node , : would tell that its neighbors are ( W,r =
1, W,s = 1) for m = 0.1 and ( W,s = 1) for m = 0.25.
C. Determination of routing metrics
Previous work [2] succeeded in identifying social structures,
but the routing performance is affected as they did not take into
consideration the dynamics of the network, i.e., the making and
breaking of social ties. If, for instance, social similarity is considered, it is important to map actual interactions among nodes
into social connectivity graphs comprising only stable social
contacts in order to improve forwarding performance.
PRIVO represents the dynamics of the social structure as
time-varying weighted neighboring graphs, where the weights
(i.e., social strengths among nodes) express the average separation period over different timeslots.
1) Ego betweenness centrality
In PRIVO, each node’s ego network corresponds to its neighboring graph if the pweigths are above a given weight threshold
(x). Since the connections among the ego direct neighbors are
also necessary for the ego network, each node shares its anonymized neighboring graph (as explained in Section IV.B) with
its neighbors.
Given a set of configuration parameters (see Section V for
more details), the determination of x can be seen as an optimization problem consisting in finding the x that maximizes (or
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minimizes) a certain routing performance metric (e.g., finding
x that maximizes the delivery ratio).
2) Weighted similarity to the destination
Let /B be the weighted adjacency matrix of node @ at a
given timeslot. Let /B ',0 = ',0 . If nodes and have met be-

fore, then ',0 ≠ 0; otherwise, ',0 = 0. The weighted similarity of @ to a destination node [ (Pv ) is obtained by summing
the non-zero row entries in /B ',v | ≠ @. If @ never met [ but
node belonging to @’s neighboring graph did, @ may infer that
is a more suitable forwarder to [ than him through ’s anonymized neighboring graph.
3) Mean time to encounter
Besides pweight, PRIVO also uses a metric called mean time
to encounter (MTTE) to determine the best message forwarder
to a given destination taking into account the average separation
period at each timeslot and the expected time necessary for the
two nodes to re-encounter. Specifically, given that in PRIVO
each node keeps an estimate of the average separation period at
each timeslot that is updated as nodes encounter each other,
PRIVO predicts the most probable timeslot for future contacts
also taking into account the shortest time to re-encounter. As an
example, consider that node : meets nodes ; and 2 at 2pm and
5pm for 10 and 15 minutes, respectively. At 8pm, node : receives a message destined to node [ that is expected to meet
nodes ; and 2 on the next day. When node a computes the average separation periods of ; and 2, it also considers the time to
re-encounter nodes ; and 2 in the following day assuming that
these nodes maintain similar habits.
D. Routing algorithm
This section describes PRIVO’s routing algorithm, i.e., the
messages exchanged using the Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme and the routing decision process.
1) The attribute privacy mechanism
PRIVO ensures attribute privacy, as regardless of the metric
(z) used by the routing algorithm (pweight, similarity to the
destination, or ego betweenness centrality – { ',0 , Pv , 2345 | ⊂
z), when two nodes meet they find the best forwarder in a private manner using the Paillier homomorphic encryption
scheme.
Let ~ be a node carrying a set of messages ℳ and node € be
a neighbor of ~. Let ~ → € ∶ < = PP:C > denote a message
sent from ~ to €. Upon an encounter, ~ wants to know if € is
the best forwarder to carry = ∈ ℳ destined to ƒ. Let >* and P*
be public and private key, respectively.
The exchange of messages in PRIVO works as follows:
0. Node ~ calculates metric z for each = ∈ ℳ using the
information it has available.
1. Each time ~ establishes a contact with another node, it
announces: −z' ∀ƒ' ⊂ =' | = 1,2, … |ℳ|, the destination of the message and its public key >*„ to €. Node ~
multiplies the metric z' by -1 to reduce the number of
cryptographic operations to be performed by node €.
~ → € ∶ < ℰ…† U−z‡ˆ V, ƒRˆ , >*„ >
„

2.

Node € performs for each metric received the following
operations: first, € sums −z‡ˆ to the corresponding metric z4ˆ , then it multiplies the result by a random one-use
number (@‰@2 ) to randomize it. Without the multiplication, ~ would be able to obtain z4ˆ (by summing z‡ˆ
to the received non-randomized result). Then € sends
the result ℛ ' = @‰@2 ∙ (−z‡ˆ + z4ˆ ) to ~.
€ → ~ ∶ < ℰ…† (ℛ ' ) >
„

3.

~ decrypts the received comparisons for each =' .
T‹† Œℰ…† (ℛ ' )•
„

„

Node ~ knows that if ℛ ' > 0 → z‡ < z4 which means
that node € is the best forwarder. If that is the case, ~
forwards =' to €.
~ → € ∶< =' >

Obtaining the best forwarder can be demanding in terms of
CPU, energy, etc., due to the number of messages that have to
be exchanged in the process. In PRIVO, each node has a secure
forwarding
table
(SFT)
containing
entries
<
ƒ P @: ‰@Ž‰[ (ƒŽ), € P ,‰Q :Q[ Q (€,) > that is updated
each time a node meets another one that is a better forwarder
than him. When the average separation period between two
nodes is updated, if one of those nodes is a BF in the SFT, the
entry is removed. SFT allows to reduce the number of messages
exchanged when two nodes meet therefore reducing also
PRIVO’s consumption of resources.
2) The routing decision process
Because of the different routing metrics considered here, four
variants of PRIVO are proposed. PrivoASP uses as routing metric pweight. PrivoMTTE uses as routing metric the mean time
to encounter. PrivoSDBC, which is the social version of
PRIVO, uses as routing metric weighted similarity to the destination and ego betweenness centrality. PrivoCOMBINED is a
combination of PrivoMTTE and PrivoSDBC. It results from
multiplying the routing metrics of PrivoMTTE and
PrivoSDBC.
However, independently of the routing metric used, all buffered messages to be forwarded whose next forwarders are in the
SFT are sorted based on their TTL, i.e., priority is given to new
messages.
PrivoSDBC first compares the nodes’ weighted similarity to
the destination, in a secure manner. Only if the previous are
equal is the ego betweenness centrality considered. Therefore,
the message is sent first to the most similar node to the destination of the message and then to the more central node, if both
nodes have the same similarity.
V. SIMULATION MODEL
PRIVO was implemented in the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [21]. Different simulation scenarios consisting of two synthetic mobility models and two real
mobility traces were considered. It is assumed here, as in most
networks of interest, that there is some social structure between

A. Synthetic mobility models
The simulation time was 7 days with an update interval of
1.0 s. A map-based mobility model of the Helsinki city over an
area of 4.5 × 3.4 Km was used. The message size varies from
500 kB to 1 MB. Only two nodes within range can communicate with each other at a time. The communication range between nodes was 10 m, and the communication was bidirectional at a constant transmission rate, for Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
interfaces, of 2 Mbit/s and 10 Mbit/s, respectively. From time
to time, a source node randomly chosen generated one message
to a randomly chosen destination. Two mobility modes were
considered:
1) Shortest-path Map-Based Movement (SPMBM)
SPMBM consisted of a network with 40 pedestrians, 20 cars
and 6 trams. Pedestrians were moving at a speed varying between 0.8 to 1.4 m/s. Cars and trams were moving at a speed
varying between 2.7 to 13.9 m/s. Each time a tram reaches its
destination, it paused for 10 to 30 s. The TTL attribute of each
message was 5 h. The pedestrians and cars had a buffer size of
10 MB. Trams had a buffer size of 100 MB for DTN traffic.
2) Working Day Movement (WDM)
WDM consisted of a network with 100 pedestrians and 18
buses. There were 50 offices and the working day length was 8
h. The probability of going shopping after work was 50% and
there were 10 meeting points. Pedestrians and buses were moving at a speed varying between 0.8 to 1.4 m/s and 7 to 10 m/s,
respectively. Each time a bus reaches its destination, it paused
for 10 to 30 s. The TTL attribute of each message was 24 h. All
nodes had a buffer size of 20 MB for DTN traffic.
B. Real mobility traces
The haggle-one-infocom2005 (INFO5) [23] and taxicabs in
Rome (TR) [24] traces, across different network and mobile environments, are used to provide additional support to the analysis and findings of this paper. In INFO5, 41 iMotes were distributed to students attending Infocom 2005 over 2.97 days. TR
contains GPS coordinates of approximately 320 taxis collected
over 30 days of taxicabs in Rome, Italy. The simulation duration and number of nodes of TR were reduced to 3 days and 304
nodes, respectively. All nodes had a buffer size of 10 MB for
DTN traffic. The TTL attribute of each message was 24 h.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, several simulation results describing the performance of PRIVO are presented. For each setting, i.e., protocol-configuration parameter pair, fifteen independent simulations using different message generation seeds were conducted,
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d and f are set to 0.125 and 0.25, respectively.
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Fig. 1 Delivery ratio of PrivoSDBC for WDM and INFO5 scenarios with g
varying from 24 to 288 and ε varying from 1 × 10K to 1 × 10K %.

and the results averaged, for statistical confidence. PRIVO was
compared with well-known DTN routing protocols [11]: two
non-social-based routing protocols, namely Epidemic [25] and
Prophet [26], and two social-based routing protocols, namely
BubbleRap [27] and dLife [28].
The four variants of PRIVO were considered: PrivoASP,
PrivoMTTE, PrivoSDBC and PrivoCOMBINED.
The performance of PRIVO was evaluated according to the
following metrics: delivery ratio, overhead ratio and cryptographic cost. The delivery ratio is a key performance indicator
as it tells the percentage of successfully received packets of all
sent. The overhead ratio is the number of message transmissions for each created message. The cryptographic cost, because of homomorphic encryption, gives the computation and
transmission cost incurred by cryptographic operations.
In addition, information loss (or data utility) due to the use
anonymization methods will also be evaluated. This will be accomplished by analyzing the correlation coefficients between a
non-anonymized version of PRIVO and the anonymized ones
over the simulations.
A. The selection of the parameters: number of timeslots (g)
and weight threshold (x)
This section analyses the selection of two important configuration parameters g and ε. In Fig. 1, the influence of g and ε
in PrivoSDBC is analyzed through simulation for a synthetic
(WDM) and a real (INFO5) scenario. In these scenarios, source
nodes were generating messages every 6 to 12 min, ε varied
from 1 × 10K to 1 × 10K % and g varied from 24 to 288.
The delivery ratio in all scenarios increased with the reduction of ε and g. In general, it starts low as many links are ignored
because of ε’s high value and as ε reduces it increases and tends
to stabilize, starting to decrease again as ε becomes very small
(i.e., ε → 0).
The highest delivery ratio was obtained when g was 144 and
96 for WDM and INFO5, respectively. In terms of ε, 1 × 10K’
and 1 × 10K % provided the highest delivery ratio for WDM
and INFO5, respectively. However, the gains for the same g and
different ε were below 3% from 1 × 10K’ to 1 × 10K“ for
WDM and 0.4% from 1 × 10K“ to 1 × 10K” for INFO5, if compared to the highest ones.
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among all existing timeslots the best ones, that is, the ones with
the highest value of average separation period and smallest duration to the next re-encounter, assuming, for example, that
nodes’ movements obey a certain pattern.
On the other hand, the other PRIVO variants use pweight,
i.e., an average of the estimates of the average separation period. In this case, two behaviors were observed in Fig. 2 . The
best performance was with g = 288 and g = 96 for SPMBM
and TR scenarios, respectively. This was influenced by the contact patterns, which were more frequent in the WDM scenario.
The increase of g also leads to disadvantages as more slots
require more storage. Nevertheless, it is possible in all the
PRIVO variants except PrivoMTTE to reduce storage by only
keeping an estimate of pweight that is updated at the end of each
timeslot, therefore not being necessary to keep estimates of the
average separation period for each timeslot.

Avg delivery ratio
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Fig. 2 Delivery ratio for PrivoASP and PrivoMTTE in SPMBM and TR scenarios with g varying from 24 to 288.

B. Routing performance
This section analyses PRIVO’s routing performance without
the use of homomorphic encryption. Based on the previous section, g and ε were set, respectively, to 144 and 1 × 10K“ for all
PRIVO variants.
Fig. 3 presents the average delivery ratio and overhead ratio
for different scenarios, routing protocols and message generation rates. As expected, with the decrease of the data rate there
is an increase in delivery ratio and a decrease of the overhead
ratio as fewer messages circulated in the network.
Overall, PRIVO performed better than other routing protocols in all message generation rates and scenarios in terms of
delivery and overhead ratios. However, the performance of
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The weight threshold can be dynamically adjusted in a similar manner to the TCP congestion window [22] but starting at a
high value, e.g., 1 × 10K• , and gradually reducing it in a timeinterval basis. If at the end of a given time interval the delivery
ratio increased, then ε is reduced and vice-versa.
Now, the goal is to make a comparative analysis of PrivoASP
and PrivoMTTE in terms of g since they do not depend on ε.
Fig. 2 presents the delivery ratio for PrivoASP, PrivoMTTE in
different scenarios.
Generally, two tendencies can be observed from Fig. 2 depending on the metric used. On the one hand, if estimates of the
average separation periods are considered, the increase of g results in a slight increase of the delivery ratio. This is a direct
result of having timeslots of smaller length, which offer estimates that are more accurate. PrivoMTTE uses these estimates
and its performance slightly increases with the increase of g in
all scenarios. As previously stated, MTTE allows to identify
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Fig. 3 Delivery and overhead ratios for all the routing protocols considered in different scenarios for different message generation rates.
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TABLE 1
AVERAGE PAILLIER EXECUTION TIMES (MS)
Key
Size
512
1024
2048

ℰ(:)

T(2)

ℰ(: + ;)

ℰ(: − ;)

ℰ( ∙ :)

1.73 ±
0.0342
11.03 ±
0.1261
83.49 ±
0.3029

1.74 ±
0.0314
11.29 ±
0.3552
83.9 ±
0.4546

0.01 ±
0.0005
0.03 ±
0.0019
0.06 ±
0.0033

0.38 ±
0.02
0.74 ±
0.0425
1.74 ±
0.0719

0.02 ±
0.0016
0.05 ±
0.0023
0.14 ±
0.0038

TABLE 2
AVERAGE DELIVERY RATIO LOSSES AND GAINS USING THE PAILLIER
CRYPTOSYSTEM (%)

SPMBM
WDM
INFO5
TR

512

1024

2048

-0.08
1.11
0.00
-0.11

-0.01
4.77
-0.21
-0.06

1.01
21.73
-0.09
-0.88

TABLE 3
AVERAGE DELIVERY RATIO LOSSES AND GAINS USING THE PAILLIER
CRYPTOSYSTEM WITH 1024 BITS KEY (%)

PrivoASP
PrivoMTTE
PrivoSDBC
PrivoCOMBINED

SPMBM

WDM

INFO5

TR

-0.04
0.34
-0.17
-0.15

4.61
4.05
5.72
4.69

-0.06
0.04
-0.50
-0.32

-0.09
0.14
-0.35
0.06

each PRIVO variant depends on the scenario. The routing protocols that presented the highest delivery ratio were
PrivoMTTE for SPMBM and TR, PrivoASP for INFO5 and
PrivoSDBC for WDM. The maximum gains obtained were
14.6%, 29.9%, 29.8% and 49.5% for SPMBM, WDM, INFO5
and TR, respectively. Among the non-PRIVO routing protocols, the ones that presented the highest delivery ratios were
Epidemic for SPMBM and WDM, dLife for INFO5 and
Prophet for TR. Therefore, if there are some repetitive movement patterns then PrivoSDBC is the best choice otherwise, it
is PrivoMTTE.
C. Cryptographic costs
This section analyses the cryptographic cost of using the
Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme.
1) Additive homomorphic encryption
A set of experiments were performed to evaluate the performance of additive homomorphic encryption using the Paillier
cryptosystem. The experiments were performed in a personal
computer with the following specifications: Intel® CORE™ i72600 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 16 GB RAM and Windows 10 Pro (64bits). Table 1 presents the average Paillier execution time of
five operations, namely encryption ℰ(:), decryption T(2), sum
ℰ(: + ;), difference ℰ(: − ;) and multiplication by a constant
ℰ( ∙ :). The difference is performed by multiplying the second
term by -1 followed by summing the numbers, therefore being
slower than sum and multiplication by a constant. The operations were repeated 100 times.

2) PRIVO’s performance with Paillier
Now, messages were generated every 6 to 12 min. Table 2 presents PRIVO’s average delivery ratio losses (+) and gains (-)
using the Paillier cryptosystem with key sizes of 512, 1024 and
2048 bits for g = 144. Each table entry results from averaging
losses and gains of all PRIVO variants per key. From Table 2,
it is possible to see that the losses are below or equal to 1% in
all scenarios, with exception of WDM, therefore the use of the
Paillier homomorphic encryption was not considered in the previous subsection (Section VI.B).
A more detailed analysis was performed for the legacy key
size (i.e., 1024 bits) [29]. Table 3 presents the average delivery
ratio losses (+) and gains (-) using the Paillier cryptosystem for
g = 144.
It was concluded, based on simulation results, that if a message was not transmitted because of the additional delay caused
by homomorphic encryption, it would be transmitted later on.
In some cases (see Table 2 and Table 3), this additional delay is
beneficial to the routing protocol, as it may contribute to the
reduction of the network load, even though the maximum
achieved gains being negligible (at most 0.50% for the legacy
key).
D. Information loss
This section analyses the utility of the data (or information
loss) because of the use of anonymization methods. Information
loss is measured comparing the correlation coefficients [30] of
the ego betweenness centrality values of all the nodes in the
simulation with and without anonymization. The ego betweenness values were collected at the end of each day and the values
were compared for different percentages of total anonymization
with the case were no anonymization was used. Total anonymization corresponds to the total number of nodes in the neighboring graph that are anonymized. Binary anonymization was
applied over a percentage of the latter. At the end of each simulation, the correlation coefficients were averaged taking into
account the number of days of the simulation. Different percentages of binary and total anonymization were used. The former varied from 10% to 90% with increments of 10% and the
latter varied from 20% to 80% with increments of 20%.
Fig. 4 presents the average correlation coefficient and delivery ratio (DR) for PrivoSDBC in SPMBM and TR scenarios.
Between binary anonymization and neighborhood randomization, the former is the one to cause a reduction on the average
correlation coefficients as it increases, and this effect worsens
as the percentage of total anonymization increases. Nonetheless, since PrivoSDBC uses ego betweenness centrality and
weighted similarity to the destination and the latter is more frequently used as a routing metric, the effects of the lowest values
of correlation coefficients (i.e., 0.82 for SPMBM and 0.86 for
TR corresponding to 90% of binary anonymization and 80% of
total anonymization) are not significant as can be seen by the
steady average delivery ratio in Fig. 4.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed PRIVO, a PRIvacy-preserVing Opportunistic routing protocol for DTNs. PRIVO ensures link privacy
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PrivoSDBC in SPMBM and TR scenarios for different percentages of total
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by means of binary anonymization and neighborhood randomization, and attribute privacy by means of the Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme.
The effectiveness of PRIVO is supported through extensive
simulations with synthetic mobility models and real mobility
traces. Simulations results show that PRIVO presents on average cryptographic costs below 1% in most scenarios, and if
there are some repetitive movement patterns then PrivoSDBC
is the best choice, otherwise it is PrivoMTTE. Furthermore,
PRIVO presents on average gains of 22.2% and 39.7% in terms
of delivery ratio for the synthetic and real scenarios considered,
respectively.
A comparative analysis of PRIVO with other privacy-preserving schemes was left for future work. A threat model to
evaluated PRIVO’s resilience against link disclosure attacks, by
eavesdropping the exchange of anonymized neighboring graphs
between two nodes to disclose neighboring information, and attribute disclosure, by trying different anonymization thresholds
to obtain the real pweights, was left for future work. In addition,
an analysis of PRIVO’s cryptographic costs with stronger keys
sizes such as 3072 and 4096 bits was left for future work.
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